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Abstract 
Due to the use of wireless transmission and open networks, the mobile communication is faced with a lot of security 
threats. This article focuses on security mechanism in CDMA air interface system. For a detailed analysis, it studies 
principles and the process of the authentication mechanisms as the initiative to attack, as well as passive attacks on 
the encryption mechanism, which focuses on a data encryption technology-hybrid cryptosystem. 
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1. Introduction 
Mobile communication system as an important means of exchange and transmission of information 
has become a vital part of modern communication networks. With the rapid development of mobile 
communication technology, the issues of communication safety are being more and more attentional. As 
all operators are working hard to improve their network service quality, security issues become one of the 
critical problems. 
The access network and core network are generally components of mobile communication networks. 
Threats of access network security are mainly from the air interface. As the information of air interface is 
transmitted on the wireless channel, it's easy for an intruder to capture the wireless signals of mobile 
phone or base station using the receiving equipment transferred to the appropriate frequency, illegally 
access users and network information. 
This article focuses on security mechanism in CDMA air interface system. 
The mobile communication systems widely use security mechanisms which can be separated into the 
authentication mechanism against active attacks and encryption mechanism against passive attacks. 
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2. CDMA network security mechanism 
CDMA mobile communication system is a secure communication system. Because CDMA uses 
spread-spectrum communication, it is almost impossible to intercept communications of others, and it 
adopts a comprehensive access security mechanism[1], as shown in Figure 1. 
Security mechanisms of Wireless access CDMA network are four security algorithm: (1) 
CAVE(Cellular Authentication and Voice Encryption), for challenge / response authentication protocols 
and key generation; (2)PLCM(Private Long Code Mask), Used to control the spread-spectrum sequence, 
and then spreading sequences XOR voice to achieve confidential voice data; (3)ORYX based on stream 
cipher of LSFR, for data encryption services of wireless users; (4) E_CMEA(Enhanced Cellular Message 
Encryption Algorithm), symmetric key used to encrypt signaling messages, including SMS. 
3. Access authentication 
Authentication mechanisms are generally divided into entity authentication and message 
authentication, the former is the exchange of information process between mobile stations and base 
stations, to verify the true identity of mobile station or base station; the latter for the receiver to verify the 
integrity and authenticity of communications. Typically, the authentication process for all entities 
involved in the network, including MSC, Visit Location Register (VLR), Home Location Register (HLR), 
Authentication Centre, the base station subsystem BSS and the MS. 
CDMA system entity authentication, using the root key A_Key to verify the identity of mobile 
terminal and access network. Verification process, is not directly on compared with whether the two are 
the same A_Key, but with sub-keys SSD, A_Key generating, using the same algorithms and random 
parameters by user and network. The same result by the two algorithms, we can see that they have the 
same SSD, that is the same A_Key, thus completing the entity authentication. 
3.1 Key and related parameters of access entity authentication 
CDMA system entity authentication process involves the main parameters[2]: ESN, A_Key, SSD, 
COUNT. ESN is 32 bits, the unique identification of mobile terminals, distributed by the mobile phone 
manufacturers; A_Key, 64 bits, is the root key, stored in the mobile station and HLR/AC; SSD, 128 bits, 
for authentication and generation of sub-keys, can be divided into two parts of SSD_A and SSD_B; 
COUNT, 16 bits (low six effective), is used to record the total number of mobile stations access to the 
network. When the MS receives a parameter update command, it will update the COUNT.  
Entity authentication includes the query response process and the SSD update process. Inquiry 
response process is divided into general inquiry-response subprocess and unique query-response 
subprocess. Here the relevant parameters involved: RANDC, AUTHR,    RANDU, AUTHU, RANDSSD, 
RANDBS and AUTHBS, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1  part of parameters involved in Entity authentication process 
Parameter 
Name 
Parameter 
Length (Unit: 
bits)
Brief description of 
parameters 
RANDC 8 random number used in general inquiry-response subprocess 
AUTHR 18 output parameters in general inquiry-Response subprocess 
RANDU 24 random number used in  unique query-response to subprocess 
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AUTHU 18 output parameters in unique query-response to subprocess 
RANDSSD 56 random numbers used in SSD update subprocess 
RANDBS 32 random numbers used in SSD update subprocess 
AUTHBS 18 output parameters in SSD update subprocess 
3.2 The main entity authentication process of CDMA system 
Ⅰ )Inquery response process:Inquery response process can be divided into the general inquery-
response subprocess and the unique inquery-response subprocess. 
General inquiry-response subprocess includes MS making a call, MS paging response, MS locating 
register. By paging the access or the location of registration, with RANDC value it responds to general 
inquiry subprocess. 
Specific process is as follows: first, the mobile station MS requests access to the base station BS, then 
MS calculates AUTHR according to the RANDC of BS. Meanwhile, the base station uses the same 
RANDC and the same calculation to get an AUTHR. If the MS and BS have the same RANDC, AUTHR, 
COUNT, the authentication process is successful, that this MS is legal. 
During unique inquery-response subprocess, BS makes authentication to the specific MS using the 
random number RANDU when a general inquiry-response process failed. This process can be achieved 
positive and reverse operations channel, also be achieved in the control channel.  
Specific process is as follows: first, BS generates RANDU sent to the MS, and then MS implements 
the algorithm with it as the input parameters of CAVE. Secondly, MS will be sent to the base station 
results AUTHU.BS uses its SSD_A values and the same algorithm of MS to get AUTHU. Two AUTHU 
compare, if the result is the same, authentication is successful; if different, BS denies access or launch 
SSD update. 
Ⅱ) SSD Update:SSD is 128 bits, stored in the MS in two parts, SSD_A and SSD_B. Each 64 bits, 
SSD_A supports authentication process, and SSD_B supports voice, signaling and data encryption. 
CAVE algorithm is used in SSD update process. Generally, the new SSD is generated by the 
CAVE.SSD update is successful; BS will launch a unique inquery-response subprocess. It implements 
CAVE algorithm two times to calculate the output value AUTHBS, used to the verification process. The 
first CAVE algorithm uses A_Key, ESN and RANDSSD as the input parameters of CAVE algorithm, 
calculates SSD_new, and outputs SSD_A_new, SSD_B_new. Then MS selects the random number 
RANDBS and sends it to BS in the reverse channel. Each BS and MS use RANDBS as the input 
parameters and implement the second time CAVE algorithm. They obtained the results value AUTHBS, 
used to the verification process. 
Ⅲ) Parameters update process: Parameter update is an update on the COUNT.COUNT defines a mold 
64 event counting stored in the base station. When MS receives an update parameter command, it will 
update COUNT. That is, COUNT of values will soon mold 64 after add 1.This process does not require use 
of CAVE algorithm[3]. 
4. Encryption 
CDMA mobile communication system is a complete set of authentication mechanisms to authenticate 
the user identification, access control, further improve the system of security and confidentiality. 
However, mobile network security problems remain the need to use some encryption technology. 
The keys of air interface encryption are the object voice, signaling and data. 
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4.1 Voice, signaling encryption 
Voice encryption is achieved by long code mask code, made by PN spread spectrum in CDMA system, 
and only can be carried out in the business channel. Signaling encryption is an encryption of some 
signaling between MS to BSC. It is a kind of part of the message encryption only in special signaling 
control channel and some particular domain, using the encryption algorithm CMEA or ECMEA. Another 
encryption is encrypted part of the signaling message in the dedicated signaling control channel and the 
public control channel, used CMEA, ECMEA, Rijndael algorithm. 
4.2 Data encryption 
Data encryption, further enhance network security,  the most significant component of air interface 
encryption. Currently it uses ORYX, Rijndael algorithm. As we all known, Rijndael is able to win the 
selection in block cipher algorithm. As AES encryption standard, it is not only against attack with a good 
safety performance, but realized with a fast running speed, consumed a relatively small operation[4]. 
Data encryption technology is in particular attention in practical application of the CDMA system. In 
my study of civil air defense and disaster warning centralized control system of CDMA, on the data 
security, we propose a method based on AES and ECC hybrid cryptosystem. It is an excellent solution to 
data transfer security issues in mode of public Internet access in the CDMA network channel, and less 
affected in real-time transmission of data. 
The most common methods of data encryption are conventional cryptography, public key 
cryptosystem. Conventional cryptography, using the same key for encryption and decryption, respectively 
by sender and receiver, is commonly used algorithm AES. Public key cryptography, using different keys 
for encryption and decryption, respectively by sender and receiver, is commonly used algorithm ECC[5]. 
Ⅰ)Based on AES and ECC hybrid cryptosystem:This paper presents the security system construction 
method based on a hybrid encryption algorithm. The speed of encryption and decryption is fast and 
secure, and digital signatures and authentication can be used. According to the requirements of the 
wireless network communication and the advantages of hybrid encryption algorithm[6], it will combine 
two kinds of encryption algorithm, integrate the advantages of two kinds of cryptography, improve 
encryption efficiency, and simplify the management of the key. 
To meet the rapid and efficient of system requirement to encrypt and decrypt data, we need to transfer 
data using AES encryption. AES encryption uses a mode of one time one key, that is, encryption keys are 
different each time. Before data transmits in wireless networks, the sender first generates a random key to 
encrypt data and plaintext. Then, using ECC encrypt the key of AES algorithm, it simplifies the key 
exchange and management and achieves digital signatures. Finally, the encrypted data is transmitted to 
the receiver through a wireless network[7]. 
The hybrid encryption algorithm has three main components: 
z Generates ECC public key and private            key.   
z Data encryption and decryption, including: AES private key, encryption and decryption, the 
plaintext encryption and decryption. 
z Digital signatures[8], including the key generation algorithm, signature algorithm and verification 
algorithm. 
Ⅱ) Encryption system: The pair of ECC encryption key has been generated, with the elliptic curve 
parameters and public key public. Say the sender is A, the encryption key is Kea, the decryption key is 
Kda; the receiver is B, its encryption key is Keb, the decryption key is Kdb. A first randomly generats AES 
key (session key) K, and encrypts plaintext m to be ciphertext M. Meanwhile, A encrypts the same key 
with ECC algorithms and achieves digital signature, and then Ciphertext M and the encryepted key with 
signature information send to B; B receives the ciphertext and the encrypted key with the signature 
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information, and decrypts with ECC algorithms to get this session key, verifies the signature. If the 
signature is verified, it uses this session key to decrypt the ciphertext M, finally get plaintext m. 
The encryption system encrypts and decrypts terminal data, increasing data transmission security, as 
shown in Figure 2. 
Encryption systems have three main functional modules: system initialization module, ECC encryption 
and decryption modules, AES encryption and decryption module. 
Based on AES and ECC hybrid cryptosystem, the data transmission of wireless communication 
network, as described above, first apply encryption and decryption modules of hybrid encryption 
algorithm based AES and ECC to the sending information on encryption and digital signatures. Then the 
information, encrypted and signed, will be sent through the network transmission module to the receiver; 
when the receiver through the network transmission module receives information, the encryption and 
decryption modules decrypt the information and verify the user's digital signature. Finally, validation 
results and the handling information corresponding to the results of the verification process encrypted and 
signed and sent back to the sender. 
Ⅲ) Programming: The following is based on AES and ECC hybrid cryptosystem wireless network 
communication system programming methods. First, define a base class of encryption and decryption 
Crypto, define three member functions, respectively, to achieve key generation SetKey(), encryption 
EnCrypto() and decryption DeCrypto() operation. Then derived from this base class, two classes 
AESCrypto ECCCrypto AES and ECC, respectively, achieve the specific algorithm of encryption system, 
and rewrite their base class member functions in the algorithm to achieve encryption and decryption 
functions. Here are the main program of based on AES and ECC hybrid data encryption for wireless data 
transmission: 
BOOL CreatSocket (BSTR sendData,BSTR* precvData, int ServerIP, int Port, BSTR szError ) 
{
int Status,iReturn; 
//Initialize Winsock. And assign the socket IP address and Port. 
……
// Establish a connection to the server socket. 
connect ( ServerSock, (PSOCKADDR) &destination_sin,sizeof ( destination_sin) ) ; 
// Send a string to the server. 
SetKey ( key, 256); // Key generation. 
EnCrypto ( cryptograph, sendData);  
// Data encryption, sendData to be sent as plaintext. 
BYTE* pSendData; 
int  len = Encoding::UnocodeToBytes ( cryptograph, &pSendData ) ; 
send ( ServerSock, (char*) pSendData, len, 0); 
free ( pSendData); 
// Receive data from the server socket. 
BYTE* pRecvData ; 
iReturn = recv ( ServerSock, ( char*) pRecvData, len, 0);  
// precvData to be the decrypted plaintext through the obtained data. 
DeCrypto (MingWen, pRecvData); // Data Decryption. 
Encoding::BytesUnocode (MingWen, len, &str ); 
*precvData = str.AllocSysString( ); 
// Disable ServerSock. 
……
}
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5. Summary 
In this paper, the CDMA air interface system security mechanisms, including data encryption 
technology, are proposed based on AES and ECC hybrid cryptosystem, and can be achieved in based on 
the design and implementation of CDMA 1X wireless access technology centralized control of air 
defense and disaster warning system. 
This method solves the data transfer security issues of the CDMA lX public network channel access 
schemes in the Internet. Not only encryption and decryption is quick and secure, but also for digital 
signatures and authentication, and real-time transmission of data has less influence. 
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Figure 1.  Wireless access CDMA network security mechanisms 
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